Friction plug welding (FPW) usage is advantageous for friction stir welding (FSW) hole close-outs and weld repairs in 2195 Al—Cu—Li fusion or friction stir welds. Current fusion welding methods of Al—Cu—Li have produced welds containing varied defects. These areas are found by non-destructive examination both after welding and after proof testing. Current techniques for repairing typically small (~0.25") defects weaken the weldment, rely heavily on welders’ skill, and are costly. Friction plug welding repairs increase strength, ductility and resistance to cracking over initial weld quality, without requiring much time or operator skill. Friction plug welding while pulling the plug is advantageous because all hardware for performing the weld can be placed on one side of the workpiece.
FRICTION PLUG WELDING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

The invention claimed herein was developed using independent research funds of Lockheed Martin Corporation, but some of the subject matter described herein was made in the performance of work under NASA Contract No. SDS 3751 and may be subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (42 U.S.C. Section 2457).

REFERENCE TO A “MICROFICHE APPENDIX”

Not applicable

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to friction welding. More particularly, the present invention relates to friction plug welding.

2. General Background of the Invention

Friction plug welding (FPW), also referred to as plug welding and friction taper plug welding (FTPW), is a process in which initial defective weld material is located, removed and replaced by a tapered plug, which is friction welded into place. This process is similar to friction stud welding, in which a plug is welded to the surface of a plate, end of a rod, or other material. The primary difference is that FPW is designed to replace a relatively large volume of material containing a defect whereas friction stud welding is a surface-joining technique.

Friction plug welding could be used to repair weld defects in a wide variety of applications; however, it would most likely be used where weld strength is critical. This is due to the fact that manual weld repairs result in strengths much lower than original weld strengths, as opposed to friction weld plugs (FPWs) whose typical mechanical properties exceed that of the initial weld. In applications where high strength is not required, manual welding would be less expensive and would not require specialized equipment.

An extension of FPW is known as stitch welding or friction tapered stitch welding (FTSW) and has been developed to repair defects longer than what a single plug can eliminate. Stitch welding is the linear sequential welding of several plugs such that the last plug weld partially overlaps the previous plug. Defects of indefinite length can be repaired with this process, limited only to the time and cost of performing multiple plug welds. These welds have undergone the same testing procedures as single FPWs, including NDI and destructive evaluation. The strengths for stitch welds are similar to those for single plug welds.

Stagger stitch welding is a process best defined as stitch welding in a non-linear fashion. Areas wider than one plug length can be completely covered by staggering plugs side to side as they progress down the length of an initial weld.

This process is being developed for plug welds whose minor diameter is on the crown side of the initial weld, and where replacement of the entire initial weld is desired.


BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention solves the problems confronted in the art in a simple and straightforward manner. What is provided is a method of friction plug welding an article, comprising: making a hole in the article; inserting a plug into the hole; and pulling on the plug while spinning the plug relative to the article. Preferably the plug is pulled also after the spinning stops, with a load the same as or different from the load while spinning. The plug and the article can be made of the same material or of different materials. The mechanical properties of the weld of the present invention usually exceed those of the initial weld which it is repairing (when used to repair welds). The article can be equipment intended for use in extremely high temperatures and extremely low (down to -423 degrees F., for example). Preferably, the hole is tapered and the plug is tapered, causing a welded interface through the thickness of the plate, and which consists of such a geometry to create a force opposing the axial load induced by the weld system. In one condition that has been tested, the taper angle of the hole and the taper angle of the plug are equal and of the same orientation, causing near simultaneous contact over a large portion of the hole’s surface and plug. This profile generally causes near equal heating time over the majority of the weldment’s surface but causes a relatively large amount of cold friction when the plug and the article (workpiece) being welded initially contact. This relatively large frictional force must be overcome with high amounts of spindle torque to maintain rotation. Simultaneous heating of a large weld interface requires large amounts of power, however after the typical duration of less than one second has passed, this power requirement is rapidly reduced due to the development of a plasticized (heated to the point of having fluid like or viscous properties) layer at the weld interface. In another condition that has been tested, the tapers are of the same orientation but of slightly different angles. When this geometrical relationship between the plug and hole and/or the surrounding area exists, the surface areas that initially make contact are relatively small, and plasticization of this area of material requires less total energy. Plasticized material of...
this area is extruded, or moved from its original location due to the forces involved in performing the weld process, and causes an apparent lubricating affect on the remainder of the weld joint which is heated as the welding process continues.

Significantly less rotational power, primarily torque, is required to perform a weld with the aforementioned geometrical properties, and sound weldments can still be produced.

The present invention also includes the apparatus for carrying out the method of the present invention, as well as the article produced by the method of the present invention. The present invention relates to friction plug welding of aluminum alloys and to a new method of friction plug welding which we call friction plug pull welding.

The plug of the present invention could have a bore into which one could insert cooling fluid.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

For a further understanding of the nature, objects, and advantages of the present invention, reference should be had to the following detailed description, read in conjunction with the following drawings, wherein like reference numerals denote like elements and wherein:

FIG. 1A is a side view of an embodiment of the plug apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 1B is an isometric view of the preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 2A is a side view of a second embodiment of the plug apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 2B is an isometric view of the second embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is an isometric view of a third embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a sectional view of the third embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5A is an isometric view of a fourth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 5B is a section of the fourth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 5C is a top view of the fourth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 5D is a side view of the fourth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 6A is an isometric view of a fifth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 6B is a section of the fifth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 6C is a top view of the fifth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 6D is a side view of the fifth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 7A is a top view of a sixth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 7B is a side view of the sixth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 7C is a section of the sixth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 7D is an isometric view of the sixth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of a seventh embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a sectional view of an eighth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 10A is a top view of a ninth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 10B is a right side view of the ninth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 10C is a section of the ninth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention through section line G-G of FIG. 10;
FIG. 10D is an isometric view of the ninth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is an isometric view of an embodiment the pulling and spinning apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 12A is a top view of a tenth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 12B is a right side view of the tenth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 12C is a section of the tenth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention through section line J-J of FIG. 12B;
FIG. 12D is an isometric exploded view of the tenth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 13A is a top view of an eleventh embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 13B is a side view of the eleventh embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention;
FIG. 13C is a section of the eleventh embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention through section line K-K of FIG. 13B;
FIG. 13D is an isometric exploded view of the eleventh embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention; and
FIGS. 14A-17B are views of various combinations of plug taper and hole taper (though externally threaded plug apparatus is shown, any of the plug apparatus shown in any of the figures could be used in these various combinations).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention includes a method of friction plug welding an article, comprising several stages. Preferably, the first stage is making a hole that is preferably tapered in the article to be welded, although machining a tapered hole is not necessarily required in friction plug push welding where (in certain situations generally characterized when the article to be welded is softer (having lower hardness) relative to the harder (having higher hardness) plug) the plug will form a hole, self bore or imbed into the material either while rotating or not. A tapered plug is then inserted through the tapered hole, then the plug is attached to a chuck of a motor which can both pull on the tapered plug and rotate it. Some connection means, such as threads or locking retention interface, are provided on the tapered plug to facilitate pulling the plug. The second stage, or heating cycle is always required to weld the plug to the article. This stage preferably consists of rotating the plug while pulling (placing the plug in tension axially) into intimate contact with the hole's surface, or region surrounding the hole. Other forms of heating may also be utilized, including but not limited to, using electricity to assist in the heating process, or vibrational energy such as oscillatory rotation rather than the preferred method of continuous rotation, or lateral, axial or some combination thereof, rapid displacement (such as ultrasonic welding) to impart sufficient energy to assist in the heating the weldment. The plug (preferably tapered, with a taper the same as or preferably different from the taper of the hole (if it is tapered), and rotating the plug
relating to the plug while moving the plug in the direction such to make contact with the article's surface, until contact is made, and forcing the plug into the surface of the hole by pulling on the plug (imposing a tensile force in the plug in the plug's axial direction) all while continuously spinning the plug relative to the article. The weld continues to the third stage is the holding stage. This rapid deceleration of rotation, if rotation is used, or otherwise defined as rapid decline of energy input to zero or near zero, is necessary to performing a successful weld. Preferably, the fourth stage which is also referred to as the forging stage, is a period of cooling to which shaft diameter has typically ranged from 0.5 inches to 0.125 inches, preferably 0.025 inches to 0.250 inches, more preferably 0.050 inches to 0.150 inches, and most preferably 0.075 inches to 0.125 inches, or temperature (typically 500° F. to 1000° F., preferably 700° F. to 1000° F. as measured with an imbedded thermocouple located within 0.1" from the original interface at an approximate depth of 33% to 50% through the substrate's thickness. The first cycle ends after a pre-programmed time (typically less than 5 seconds, preferably from 0.25 seconds to 2 seconds, more preferably from 0.5 seconds to 2 seconds, and most preferably in about 1 second), displacement during heating (also referred to as "burn-off") typically 0.010 inches to 0.100 inches, preferably 0.025 inches to 0.250 inches, more preferably 0.050 inches to 0.150 inches, and most preferably 0.075 inches to 0.125 inches), or temperature (typically 500° F. to 1000° F., preferably 700° F. to 1000° F. as measured with an imbedded thermocouple located within 0.1" of the original interface buried up to a depth of about 50% through the substrate's thickness. The forging phase for our current typical weld geometry exerts an axial tensile load of typically 1000 pounds to 20,000 pounds, preferably 6000 pounds to 15,000 pounds, more preferably 8000 pounds to 12,000 pounds, and most preferably 9000 pounds to 11,000 pounds, as the weld cools. After several seconds, (typically less than one minute, preferably about 5 seconds), the weld has cooled sufficiently to remove the tensile load and remove the tooling and weld equipment FPW hole geometries are an important factor to creating a successful weld. The current hole is made by mechanically removing the weld bead flush to the top and bottom sides or the surrounding plate or sheet, drilling a pilot hole, and counter sinking with a counter sink cutter. The current included angle is typically 20° to 120°, preferably 40° to 90°, and most preferably 40° to 60°, although it is possible to perform similar welds with no angle (a straight bored hole), or opposite bored tapers (those which the taper of the plug and hole are opposing each other). See the Figures. The hole is drilled to a depth such that the minor diameter is approximately the same as the diameter of the plug's shaft. The major diameter of the plug is typically equal to or greater than the major diameter of the hole. Current shaft diameters have typically ranged from 0.5" to 0.6" in diameter; however, diameters ranging from between 1" and 1.5" are planned. Current plug major diameters (the diameter on the larger side of the taper) typically range from 3/4" to 1", but have been made less than 3/4" and may be made in excess of 1.5". The backing support (also referred to as a pressure foot or collet) is another important aspect in forming a successful weld. It reacts the axial load, and also serves as a reservoir for plasticized material to flow. Successful welds have been made with backing supports with beveled edges and without beveled edges. Examples of several backing plates are shown in FIGS. 8, 9, and 14A-17B. The advantage of pulling instead of pushing is that all equipment can be placed on one side of the object being repaired (such as the rather large and fragile external tank of the space shuttle). This makes the logistics of performing a plug weld much easier in some cases than if standard plug push welding were to be performed. In the preferred embodiment of the method of the present invention, a tapered hole is drilled from one side of the article being repaired. A tapered plug is then inserted through the tapered hole, then the plug is attached to a chuck of a motor which can both pull on the tapered plug and spin it. Some connection means, such as threads or locking retention interface, are provided on the tapered plug to facilitate pulling the plug. The plug is pulled while spun by the motor. Preferably the plug is pulled also after the spinning stops, with a load the same as or different from the load while spinning. After the spinning has taken place and the plug is welded in place, the excess part of the plug is cut off and the weld machined down to make it smooth. Pulling a tapered plug during plug welding allows all equipment, including a backing plate, to be on one side of the article being welded. Pull welding eliminates the need for large backing structures that must react high loads associated with friction plug push welding, often exceeding 10,000 pounds force, while at the same loads deflect an amount often less than 0.25 inches. The present inventors use or contemplate using plug welding (push and/or pull) with 2195 Al—CuLi alloy and 2219 Al—Cu alloy. Development of plug welding at LMMSS has included plugs of extruded Al—Cu—Li 305 in the T3 and T8 condition welded into (1) Al 2195-T8 sheet, extrusion and plate, (2) 2195-T8/2195-T8 fusion welded sheet, extrusion and plate with aluminum alloy 4043 filler wire, (3) 2195-T8/2219-T8 fusion welded sheet, extrusion and plate with aluminum alloy 4043 filler wire, (4) friction stir welded 2195-T8/2195-T8 sheet and plate, where all sheets and plates were of thicknesses greater than 0.12" and no greater than 1.00" and all plugs were a diameter between 0.500" and 1.000". It has been discovered that a groove in the enlarged diameter portion of the plug can help improve the performance of the present method. Tests have shown that a plug containing a groove whose size, profile and locations have varied widely, but have the general shape, profile and location of 1½ to 2½ deep groove, with a "Vee", "Square", or "U" bottom, ½" to 2½" beyond the end of the taper, increases the strength and reliability of the weld and is also believed to contribute to the elimination of all weld defects, surface or internal. It is believed that this is so because the groove interrupts heat transfer away from the weld interface and/or
allows deformation of the welding surface portion of the plug. The core of the plug is unaffected by the groove, but is beneficial to the weld process in that it is believed to contribute to the dissipation of heat from the plug’s core, where low temperatures are preferred to help maintain structural integrity, both tensile and torsional.

A hydraulically powered direct drive weld system has been used for all current development at Lockheed Martin; however, an electrically powered direct drive, or inertia drive weld system may also be used.

The inventors have discovered that satisfactory welds occur most frequently when the plug diameter is large enough to maintain a mechanically stable cool core. For this reason, plug diameters have continued to increase, and more powerful weld equipment has been acquired. Techniques have been developed to weld larger diameter plugs while minimizing the required motor power. One such discovery entails varying the axial stroke rate during the weld process to decrease the initial contact friction. In this process, it is preferable for the plug and article to contact slowly, thereby reducing the rotational friction at contact. After the boundary between the plug and article plasticizes, then it is preferable, although not required, to increase the stroke rate, thereby increasing the rate of heating at the interface to achieve weld temperatures. This discovery significantly reduces the required power to perform welds, and is advantageous in performing large welds whose power requirement exceeds that which the system is designed to deliver. It has been found that for our current equipment and process, for example, a plug having an initial contact diameter of 0.5" to 0.75" can be pulled at an initial stroke rate of 15 inches per second and perform well, but larger plugs whose contact diameter is 0.75" to 1.0" best perform when pulled at an initial stroke rate of 5 to 10 inches per second.

Lockheed Martin has found that with its current equipment and process, the preferable operating range at which to rotate the plug is 4000-6000 rpm prior to contact between the plug and hole’s surface, and it is also preferable to maintain a minimum of 3000 rpm during the duration of the heating cycle. Successful welds have been created at much slower speeds, as low as but not limited to 1000 rpm prior to contact and as high as, but limited only by the equipment capability, of about 7000 rpm prior to contact.

The plug of the present invention preferably has a con-5
nection means comprising a standard external thread. The chuck (not shown) is contained within housing so it will extend through the workpiece when the plug apparatus is shown, any of the plug apparatus shown in any connection means comprising a standard external thread. The chuck (not shown) is contained within housing so it will extend through the workpiece when the plug apparatus is shown, any of the plug apparatus shown in any

The second embodiment 20 of the plug apparatus of the present invention is shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B. Plug apparatus 20 includes a plug portion 21, a shaft 22, and a threaded portion 23.

The third embodiment 30 of the plug apparatus of the present invention is shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. Plug apparatus 30 includes a plug portion 31, a shaft 32, and a threaded portion 33. Plug apparatus 30 is shown welded to a plate 40 at the termination of a plasma weld including a plasma weld crown pass 41 and a plasma weld root pass 42. Similarly, a friction stir weld (or any weld) could be used in place of the plasma weld.

A fourth embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention, plug apparatus 50, is shown in FIGS. 5A–5D.
Plug, 40° weld repair, chamfered backing plate. FIGS.
16A and 16B show a ¼-40 plug, straight weld repair, chamfered backing plate. FIGS. 17A and 17B show a ¼-40
Plug, 40° weld repair, non-chamfered backing plate.

The materials of the plug and the workpiece can be
different.

The various features of the various plugs can be mixed
and matched.

The location of the groove is variable, but the groove is
preferably above the finished weld.

Possible Extensions of the Innovation:

This process is intended to be used on production tools
to repair weld defects-and repair or fill the close-out hole left
by the removal of a stationary pin friction stir weld (FSW)
tool as used in performing a friction stir weld.

This process has the potential to deter cracks from form-
ing or repair pre-existing cracks or other defects located in
welded material as it is stressed in handling, proof testing, or
service. This technique has proven to be successful.

This process could also be used as a technique for the
incorporation of inserts into a substrate, welded or other-
wise. See FIGS. 10, 12, and 13.

Friction plug welds have been found to be virtually
defect-free using various non-destructive inspection (NDI)
techniques such as visual inspection, fluorescent dye
penetrant, x-ray radiography, ultrasonic and Electromag-
etic Acoustic Transducer (EMAT). Mechanical testing has
been accomplished using plug pull, and tensile testing. Plug
pulls were abandoned due to excessive sample deformation
during testing. Tensile tests whose gauge widths have for-
ished weld interface, failing in the original fusion weld’s heat affected zone, indicating that the actual strength of the friction weld was probably above that of which these tests show.

Plug welds have been made in initial welds of extremely
poor quality with the same success as those listed above.
This demonstrates that defects such as porosity and cracks
do not affect the properties of FPWs. Furthermore, the
parameters of these welds can vary over a broad range and
do not greatly affect the FPW quality. Burn off is defined as
the amount of displacement during the heating cycle, past
the point when the rotating plug makes intimate contact with
the hole. Typical values of burn off range from 0.025°
to 0.150°. Optimum welding conditions occur in the range
of 0.075° to 0.125° burn off for the inventors’ current
welding equipment; however, changing this amount by as
much as 0.050° yields a typical loss in tensile strength of
10% or less. Similarly, reducing the amount of axial load
during heating from the optimum 10,000 pounds to as low
as 4000 pounds, also results in a loss of strength of less than
10%. Varying parameters such as X and Y alignment of the
plug to the hole does not affect weld strength to a certain
point, at which degradation does occur. Elimination of the
forging cycle seems to have a large effect on FPW strength.

Work on curved surfaces and tapered thicknesses have also been successful.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of friction plug welding an article, comprising:
   (a) making a hole in the article;
   (b) inserting a plug into the hole; and
   (c) pulling on the plug while spinning the plug relative to the article.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the plug has a tapered portion.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the hole is tapered.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the plug and the article are made of the same material.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of rapidly stopping rotation of the plug.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising the step of continuing to pull on the plug after rapidly stopping rotation of the plug.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein, after the step of rapidly stopping rotation of the plug, there is a period of cooling in which no further heating energy is intentionally applied to the plug and energy in the form of heat is dissipated.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
   (a) stopping rotation of the plug; and
   (b) continuing to pull on the plug after stopping rotation of the plug.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein, after the step of stopping rotation of the plug, there is a period of cooling in which no further heating energy is intentionally applied to the plug and energy in the form of heat is dissipated.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
    (a) stopping rotation of the plug; and
    (b) cutting off excess sections of the plug after the plug stops rotating.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step of:
    (a) grinding or sanding the plug to make it smooth after cutting off excess sections of the plug.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
    (a) stopping rotation of the plug; and
    (b) continuing to pull on the plug with an axial tensile load of 1000 pounds to 20,000 pounds after stopping rotation of the plug.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein there is a boundary between the plug and the article being welded which plasticizes while the plug is spinning, and the plug is pulled faster after the boundary plasticizes.

*    *    *    *    *
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